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I always carry one of these small 9-LED torches in my pocket and I use it quite often. 
I noticed recently that my torch was not working very well, needing several bangs 
before it would show full brightness. The time had come for an overhaul.

My wife also has an identical torch and I had repaired it previously, so I was familiar 
with how these torches are dismantled. In the case of my wife's torch, half the LEDs 
had stopped working. When I dismantled it and started looking for the cause of the 
problem, I found that one of the surface mount resistors had gone open-circuit.

The other resistor for the remaining LEDs was still OK, so I measured it and replaced 
the faulty one with a small leaded resistor. Some time later, this same torch suffered 
the same problem again, with the failure of the other half of the LEDs, which was 
caused by the other  surface mount resistor  going open-circuit,  so it  got  the same 
treatment as the first one, being replaced by a small leaded resistor of the same value.

So, back to my torch. I unscrewed the switch end and removed the battery pack and 
then unscrewed the LED end from the main barrel. Looking at the rear of the LED 
assembly, there is a round retainer that has two holes in it. Needle-nosed pliers are 
used to unscrew this. Once removed, the LED assembly, reflector and lens can be 
removed. When I removed the lens, I found that it was shattered around the outside 
edge, which explained why the torch had been behaving erratically. With everything 
at the front loose, the LED assembly could not make proper contact with the barrel.

So, I needed a new lens, but what to use. While I was contemplating what I could 
make a new lens from, I spotted a cracked CD case, with a clear polycarbonate lid. 
This would be ideal. I marked out a circle the correct size and cut it out roughly with 
a  hacksaw  blade,  before  finally  filing  it  to  size.  With  the  new  lens  fitted,  I 
reassembled the torch and I now found that it worked correctly again.

These small torches are extremely handy and well worth having on hand. They are 
relatively cheap to buy and are almost a throw-away item, so you might think it's not  
worth the effort to repair one when it suffers a problem. However, for a small amount 
of effort and virtually no cost, a simple repair can be made to put the unit back into 
good working order again, saving yet another piece of equipment from going into 
landfill and not doing the bank balance any harm either.


